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ABSTRACT: Using normative juridical methods, and legal, comparative and conceptual approaches, this research examines the protection of victims of cyberstalking crimes in Indonesia based on positive law. The progress of internet use in Indonesia from all sectors, whether using the internet for schools, business, or other communications, has made people freer to use internet access. However, this freedom will have a negative impact if there are no restrictions in the form of clear legal rules. The existence of the stalker phenomenon, where someone can obtain data anonymously and then carry out stalking, threats and other unpleasant acts that threaten life, are actions that can harm other people and are even dangerous actions. In Indonesia, cyberstalking is still included in the realm of ethics because there are no regulations that regulate it, so the author here is trying to formulate regulations that can become a legal basis for protecting victims of cyberstalking crimes according to several existing laws and regulations in Indonesia.
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the times is characterized by changes in telecommunications and computer technology which are believed to have a positive impact on people's lives. This development can create a multifunctional Internet. This flexibility shows that the existence of internet technology can facilitate public information exchange. Internet usage has increased rapidly. Apart from positioning information technology as a new media, it also facilitates communication and interaction between people.

The positive impact of using social networks is that information can be accessed and shared more easily, the wider the network that is created, the easier it is to form communities that have a positive impact on society, increased crowdfunding and crowdsourcing activities, and many other positive effects. Apart from the positive impact, irresponsible use of the internet can also have negative impacts. Various crimes can occur in cyberspace, which is now known as cybercrime.

Cybercrime is a crime that uses computer technology as the main means of crime. Cybercrime is a type of crime that takes advantage of developments in computer technology, especially the Internet. One example of cybercrime is cyberstalking. Cyberstalking can be translated as stalking through cyberspace. Cyberstalking includes the act of using the internet, cellular telephone, and/or other means of communication to stalk another person. Cyberstalking can include false accusations, threats, impersonation, destruction of data or devices, solicitation of minors for sexual purposes, and any form of repeated insults. The act of cyberstalking includes covert movements in which a person obtains personal information about another person via the Internet, usually a social networking site.

Cyberstalking can become a crime if it is not handled intensively. Cyberstalking uses strategies and techniques to intimidate, humiliate, threaten, and control its targets. The reality is, cyber attackers know this technology well and there are many ways to abuse, harass, and threaten their targets. Cyberstalking can have many physical and emotional consequences for its victims.
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Cyberstalking carries out its actions via the internet by obtaining victims’ personal data through social networks, such as names, addresses, family history, telephone numbers, information about daily routines, date of birth and other information. After obtaining personal data, the perpetrator repeatedly harassed the victim, such as making harassing telephone calls or leaving threatening messages to the victim through internet services. Apart from making threats, the perpetrator can misuse the victim’s personal information or data by posting on websites or dating services related to sex while posing as the victim.

A stalker will continue to try to find information about the victim's identity via the internet, personal archives, or other media that contain victim information, some even approach people close to the victim to obtain this without permission. In some cases, cyberstalking often even leads to doxing, which is a term that describes a situation where personal data that identifies a person is disseminated for certain purposes. The data is in the form of the full name according to the Resident's Identity Card, gender, religion, marital status and other data which is then collected so that finally conclusions can be drawn and reveal who a person is in real life. If this data is collected, then that data will become a weapon to attack the victim.

Before the Personal Data Protection Law was enacted, cyberstalking was purely an ethical matter. However, with the promulgation of the Law on Personal Data Protection (hereinafter abbreviated to the PDP Law), this act has become a criminal act which according to article 65 of the PDP Law is referred to as "collecting and disclosing personal data belonging to other people" with a criminal threat in accordance with article 67 of the Law PDP is a maximum prison sentence of 5 years and/or a maximum fine of IDR 5 billion. Cyberstalking can be categorized as a criminal act when there is forced interaction by the stalker on the victim, which causes feelings of fear and insecurity in the victim. Cyberstalking should be a criminal offense because it causes harm to other people and is carried out consciously and can be the first step to other criminal acts.

With the development of social media that are currently familiar such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok and others, it is also possible for this crime to occur through these media. Examples of the occurrence of cyberstalking in Indonesia include:

The case of Afriliyani, an ordinary citizen, suddenly became a hot topic of conversation when he was caught hitting 9 pedestrians. This is of course a violation that should be watched out for. However, what attracts attention is the reaction of Indonesian netizens or social media users who are known to be quick to respond to any issue. After Afriliyani's actions, everyone's comments were racist and tended to be insulting. Some comments even had a rather sensitive tone, as if they wanted to kill Afriliyani. Psychologically, Afriliyani and her family were devastated. There was even news that Afriliyani and her entire family were depressed and did not want to leave the house and stopped social activities like before. Apart from that, there is the case of a teacher from the Riau Islands who received harsh comments from his students on his Facebook account. The habits of a teacher who owns the social network Facebook and is known to students at the school have given rise to unfriendly comments on his Facebook. In fact, there are signs of threats and pressure. As a result of this action, the teachers experienced severe depression because every time they went to school, they always felt afraid. Another thing is what happened in the case of @KoprofilJati's Twitter which went viral because of his action of narrating a photo of the Indonesian first lady and the South Korean first lady at one of the G20 agenda sessions. In his tweet, the @KoprofilJati account mentioned the words employer and ART. This action received a response in the form of a ‘digital attack’, which is an act that cannot be justified. It cannot be denied that the Twitter account @KoprofilJati is indeed guilty. However, netizens who spread information in the form of combined data from Twitter accounts are clearly also guilty because this action is included in the Doxing act.

If you pay attention to the characteristics of cyberstalking, regulations should be regulated in such a way as to meet legal certainty. In this research, the problem will be discussed, namely how is the legal protection for victims of cyberstalking crimes according to positive law in Indonesia?
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RESEARCH METHODS

This research uses a normative juridical method because the focus in this research is the criminal law formulation policy regarding cyberstalking. Research on law using normative methods is carried out by identifying and conceptualizing law as norms, rules and regulations that apply to a certain sovereign country. Legal research using such an approach is normative legal research or doctrinal legal research.12 This research uses approach methods, including legal approach,13 comparative approach,14 and conceptual approach. Based on its nature, this research is descriptive, namely research that is intended to provide data that is as accurate as possible about people, conditions, or other symptoms.

DISCUSSION

The internet has penetrated every aspect of human life, including offices, schools, homes and entertainment centers.15 From there, quite significant problems emerged, namely legal problems, faced by society regarding internet development.16 Since the advent of the internet, two main forms have been distinguished, namely traditional stalking and cyberstalking.17 Traditional stalking is a subcategory that is generally defined as a deliberate pattern of repeated, disruptive and intimidating behavior towards a specific person that causes the target to feel harassed, threatened and afraid. What characterizes stalking is the repeated or systematic nature of the behavior directed at a particular person. This behavior can be felt by the victim as disturbing, threatening, and causing fear.18

The definition of stalking itself can vary depending on the law or regulations that regulate it. However, in general, stalking is a form of criminal action that is carried out intentionally and individually, in various ways, including following someone repeatedly to harass that person, where the action is accompanied by threats of violence or death to create fear in oneself or to injure someone.19 Cyberstalking is the use of the internet or other electronic means to harass a person, group of people, or organization by repeatedly sending harmful threats or intimidating messages.20

Linguistically, the word for protection in English is called protection. The term protection according to the KBBI can be equated with the term protection, which means the act of protecting, whereas according to Black's Law Dictionary, protection is the act of protecting.21 In general, protection means protecting something from dangerous things, something that could be in the form of interests or objects or items. Apart from that, protection also contains the meaning of protection given by someone to someone who is weaker.22 Thus, legal protection can be interpreted as all the government's efforts to ensure legal certainty to provide protection to its citizens so that their rights as citizens are not violated, and those who violate them will be subject to sanctions according to applicable regulations. The definition of protection is a place of refuge, things (actions and so on) that protect. In the KBBI, what is meant by protection is the method, process, and act of protecting. Meanwhile, law is a regulation made by the government or data that applies to everyone in society (the state).

Law enforcement efforts, including the government's efforts to provide legal protection. According to Philipus M. Hadjon, legal protection is the protection of dignity, recognition of the human rights of legal subjects according to statutory provisions, authority or as a set of rules and norms that can be protected.23 He divided legal protection into 2 (two), namely preventative legal protection and repressive legal protection.

Legal protection for victims of cyberstalking crimes currently consists of several aspects, namely:

12 Ronny Hanitijoe Semitr, Metodologi Penelitian Hukum dan Jurimetri, Ghalia Indonesia, Jakarta, 1990, hal. 4.
13 Peter Mahmud Marzuki, Penelitian Hukum, Kencana Prenada Media Group, Jakarta, 2013, hal. 133-134.
14 Ibid., hal. 135.
19 Mira Marleni Pandie, Ivan Th. J. Weismann, “Pengaruh Cyberbullying di Media Sosial terhadap Perilaku Reaktif sebagai Pelaku maupun sebagai Korban Cyberbullying pada Siswa Kristen SMP Nasional Makassar”, Jurnal Jaffray, Volume 14, Nomor 1, 2016, hal. 43-62. http://dx.doi.org/10.25278/jj71.v14i1.188
23 Philipus M. Hadjon, Loc. Cit.
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1. Aspects of Legal Substance (Preventive Efforts)
   Preventative legal protection means allowing legal subjects to raise objections or opinions before the government makes a final decision. This is aimed at avoiding disputes.

2. Aspects of Legal Structure (Repressive Efforts)
   Repressive legal protection is carried out after a problem occurs. Repressive legal protection attempts to resolve a problem so that the rights of every individual can be protected.

According to preventive and repressive legal protection, it can be seen as a manifestation of the objectives of law, namely upholding justice, certainty, order, benefit, and peace. Indonesia's constitution contains provisions to protect all citizens.

Amelia Putri and Eko Nurisman stated that the first step towards cybercrime in cyberspace is cyber stalking. Cyberstalking involves stalking a target using advanced technology to gather information about the victim's personal information from all possible sources. Victims usually become targets of perpetrators because they hold personal grudges or are jealous. To carry out their actions, cyber stalkers do not stalk the victim physically; conversely, cyberstalking uses social media networks to obtain the victim's personal information, which is then used against the victim.

Preventive and repressive legal protection can be seen as an embodiment of the objectives of law, namely upholding justice, certainty, order, benefit, and peace. Indonesia's constitution contains provisions to protect all citizens. Every society has several rights that must be upheld. Every individual or group who is a victim of cybercrime, especially cyberstalking victims, has the same rights as those who are victims of physical crime. Apart from the provisions of the Legislative Regulations which have been described in the previous problem formulation - the Criminal Code, Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 1 of 2024 on the Second Amendment to Law Number 11 of 2008 on Electronic Information and Transactions, and Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 27 of 2022 on Protection of Personal Data.

There are quite a lot of laws that regulate the protection of victims when viewed from the perspective of Indonesian positive law. In this case, the highest constitution, the 1945 Constitution, regulates the rights of all people in general. Article 28 of the 1945 Constitution outlines the requirements for protecting individual rights. Everyone has inalienable rights because they are human beings. The protection of individual rights from various sources is regulated by positive law such as the Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP), the Human Rights Law (HAM), and the ITE Law, in addition to the basic rights guaranteed by the Law, 1945 Constitution.

In addition, several laws are still not sufficient to accommodate or protect victims of cyberstalking crimes, even though there are many regulations governing victim protection. If we look closely, we will find that the only laws that expressly regulate technology-related behavior - in this case, cyberstalking - are the ITE Law and the Human Rights Law. Some laws only regulate how a person's rights are protected generally and when it comes to actions carried out without the use of technology. Article 13, Article 14, Article 23, and Article 32 of the Human Rights Act are the only places where the rules governing technology are relevant in this situation. Apart from that, as regulated in Law Number 13 of 2006 concerning Protection of Witnesses and Victims, perpetrators who endanger victims of technology crimes also have the right to receive legal protection in certain circumstances (UU PSK).

Furthermore, it is stated that "a victim is someone who experiences physical, mental suffering and/or economic loss as a result of a criminal act" in Article 1 paragraph (2) of the PSK Law. In this case, those who experience both material and non-material losses due to cybercrime can be said to be victims. Basically, there are two models for providing legal protection to cybercrime victims: the procedural rights model and the service model:

1) The Procedural Rights Model
The procedural rights model expressly provides victims of cybercrime with the ability to "get back" at those who have wronged them by giving them the ability to report crimes, cooperate with law enforcement, and attend all court proceedings where their testimony is required. Victims are also expected to participate more actively in assisting law enforcement officials with their cases under this procedural model, especially in the case of contemporary cybercrime. The existence of procedural rights can also restore the victim's trust after he or she has been harmed by irresponsible parties (the defendant), apart from that this can also be a consideration for the public prosecutor in the event that the prosecutor provides charges that are too light.

27 Muladi dan Banda Nawawi Arif, Bunga Rampai Hukum Pidana, Alumni, Bandung, 1992, hal. 79.
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2) The Service Model

Developing uniform standards for victims of cybercrime is a key focus of this service model. According to this model, cybercrime victims are people who need to be served by the police and other law enforcement officials. If law enforcement officers provide effective services to victims of cybercrime, it will have a positive impact on law enforcement in general and cybercrime in particular. As a result, victims of technological advances will trust law enforcement institutions more when they provide services to victims, because they feel that their rights are protected, and their interests are guaranteed. Because cybercrime is a modern crime that requires serious attention from the government because cybercrime will have an impact on the real world, law enforcement officials must prepare human resources who can be trusted and understand technology. This is very important, especially when it comes to proving cybercrimes in court. Many cases arise due to developments in information technology. The ITE Law and PDP Law are expected to help law enforcement in protecting individuals who use technology.

To ensure that every citizen is safe and protected in cyberspace, the country created the ITE Law, a special law. Everyone has limitations in their activities in cyberspace thanks to the ITE Law, an excellent breakthrough produced by the government. As an illustration, Article 28 of the ITE Law states that spreading hate speech and false information online is an act against the law. This allows anyone to do whatever they want because life in cyberspace is so free without knowing the boundaries of space and time. In addition, additional regulations are also included in the ITE Law to protect all parties, as stated in Articles 27 to 37. Even with the ITE Law, not all cybercrime victims are well protected. However, in practice, strong collaboration from various parties is needed to combat and protect victims of cybercrime.

Based on this, there are important steps that can be taken by Indonesia to tackle cyberstalking crimes, namely:

1. By modernizing and creating special rules and detailed implementing regulations related to cyberstalking crimes.
2. There is maintenance and improvement of the national computer network security system.
3. Increasing public awareness of cybercrime is very necessary. It should be noted that there are still many Indonesian people who are still unfamiliar with crime.

CONCLUSION

In terms of legal protection, there are preventive and repressive efforts that can be carried out to protect the interests of victims. Apart from the regulations above as rules, prohibitions and sanctions for cyberstalking perpetrators, the state also has regulations which contain basic human rights, living in peace and prosperity based on the inherent rights of human rights which have been written in the 1945 Constitution and the Laws Human Rights Law, as well as obtaining protection from the authorities for the offense of Complaints and based on the Criminal Procedure Code. In addition, victims in this case are required to always be supervised and protected based on the Witness and Victim Protection Law. Basically there are two models of approaches that can be used to legally protect victims of cybercrime: 1) procedural rights model, where the victim has the right to participate in all stages of the legal process and can assist the prosecutor in carrying out the prosecution; 2) service model, which views victims as people who need to be served by the police and other law enforcement officers so that victims feel their interests are protected fairly. Assistance for victims of cybercrimes and physical crimes must be provided at every stage of the investigation, trial and post-trial processes.
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